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CHARACTERISTICS: 

PROTEXIL® STRUCTUR is a filling and smoothing structural water-based paint composed of silicone resins, micronized 
quartz aggregates with a maximum grain size of 0.4 mm, selected aggregates, titanium dioxide and/or lightfast pigments, 
additives able to improve application properties and product storage and special bactericide-fungicide additives. 
PROTEXIL® STRUCTUR has been formulated to provide a satisfactory, quick and convenient solution to plaster’s roughness 
and imperfections, repairs on plasterwork, hairline cracks of non-dynamic, structural origin. It combines easy use with an 
excellent balance of high vapour permeability and water resistance, together with a good resistance to abrasion. 
PROTEXIL® STRUCTUR has the following characteristics: highly vapour permeable, highly water-repellent, excellent filling 
and smoothing power, low dirt pick-up, excellent resistance to chemical and atmospheric agents, resistance to light and UV-
rays, good adherence not only to mineral substrates but also to old organic paints, if sufficiently absorbent. With anti-
mould, anti-algae formulation. 

USES: 

The characteristics of PROTEXIL® STRUCTUR make it suitable for the decoration and protection of exterior walls of both 
modern and historic buildings, or where the surface is constantly exposed to severe weather conditions and dampness, or to 
solve difficult problems like roughness and repairs on plasterwork, hairline cracks, surface tension and damages that are not 
of structural-dynamic origin. PROTEXIL® STRUCTUR can be applied to: dehumidifying plasters, cement-lime mortar, lime 
plaster, cement plaster, skimcoat with INTOCEM PLUS, INTOCEM ETICS LIGHT or INTOCALCE, old lime and silicate 
paints and coatings, old synthetic paints, if sufficiently absorbent and adherent to the substrate. PROTEXIL® STRUCTUR 
can also be used as a finishing coat, but it mostly used as a basecoat thanks to its filling, smoothing properties, before the 
application of silicone and acrylic emulsion paints. For use as a basecoat prior to the application of mineral lime and silicate 
paints, to avoid problems of unevenness of colour due to non-uniform absorption of the surface, it is advisable to consult our 
Technical Office in advance, to assess the validity of the solution chosen, as in this case the chemical bond between the 
mineral paint and the basecoat is missing. Given the specific texture of the product, PROTEXIL® STRUCTUR is an excellent 
solution as a basecoat for decorative colourwash effects with TENDENZE, to give movement to the surface and a special 
depth in colour. PROTEXIL® STRUCTUR can also be used as a basecoat before application of MARMO DI VENEZIA®, to 
create a Salt & Pepper "antique" effect. 

PREPARATION AND APPLICATION: 

Erect scaffolding to allow continuous application as far as architectural interruptions. In case of old synthetic paints and 
coatings, ensure that these are sufficiently absorbent and perfectly adherent to the substrate, so as to ensure correct 
bonding of PROTEXIL® STRUCTUR. On old, deteriorated, dusty and/or non-uniform surfaces, on old mineral paints, brush 
carefully, scrape and remove any loose parts, and then apply one coat of  

PROTEXIL® PRIMER, to consolidate the substrate and regulate the absorption rate. If the surface is particularly uneven, 
apply INTOCEM PLUS, INTOCEM ETICS LIGHT or INTOCALCE as a skimcoat, interpose a 150 – 160 
g/m2 fibreglass mesh in the first layer in the presence of cracks. Wait until the product has fully cured before proceeding with 
the application. Any efflorescence should be neutralized in advance by thorough brushing and application of a well 
saturated coat of PROTEXIL® IMPERMEABILIZZANTE.  

Rising damp must be treated with ARCADIA RINZAFFO or ARCADIA RISANANTE. On new and uniform surfaces, remove 
all traces of dust and dirt, ensure that there is no excessive presence of damp and that plasterwork has fully cured. Proceed 
with application of one coat of PROTEXIL® ACQUA PRIMER to the solid, compact and dry surface, diluted 1:1 - 1:3 with 
water, according to the absorption and compactness of the substrate. Apply by brush until full saturation of the surface. 
Apply PROTEXIL® STRUCTUR by brush, diluted 15-20% with water. 

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

• Before application, ensure that the surface is perfectly dry and cured, and well adherent to the substrate. Surface must 
be clean and free from oil, grease, mould, fungus, bacteria, efflorescence or any other defect that could impair adherence 
or the successful outcome of the work. 

• Protect containers from freezing (minimum + 5° C). 
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• Store in a cool, dry place; do not expose to direct sunlight. 

• Apply at surface and ambient temperature between +8°C and +35°C, with relative humidity below 75%. 

• Do not allow drying to take place with temperature of the work environment and treated surface below 5°C. 

• Do not apply product if rain is likely or in the presence of strong sunlight, strong wind or persistent fog. 

• Protect treated surfaces from rain for the time required for the product’s full curing. 

• Scaffolding should be erected in a way that allows work to be continued uninterrupted until a natural boundary of the 
building is reached, to avoid seams, overlaps and differences in shade. 

• Ensure that a sufficient quantity of the same batch of paint is available to complete the entire job, or at least to complete 
whole sections that will not reveal differences in shade. 

• Wash brushes and other tools with water immediately after use. 

TECHNICAL DATA: 

Consumption rate 0.07 – 0.09 l/m2 per coat = 11 – 14 m2/l 

Drying time at 20°C 
touch-dry 1 hour,  
in depth 8 - 12 hours 

Specific weight 1.450  0.05 kg/l 

pH 8 

Appearance of dry film rough and grainy, matt 

Grain size 0.4 mm 

Dilution 15% - 20% with water 

Permeability to water vapour  
(EN 7783 12572) 

Sd < 0.05 

Packages 14 l 

Colours White, “I Colori del Colore”. 

Emission limits of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) according to directive 2004/42/CE:  
Classification: A/ c) "coatings for exterior walls of mineral substrate"; 
Limit Phase II (from 01/01/ 2010): 40g/l 
VOC: 30 g/l (max). 

The information contained herein is the result of scrupulously controlled tests and expresses our best and most up-to-date knowledge. 
Moreover, this information is intended for informational purposes only. The manufacturer cannot be held responsible for the improper 
use of these products, nor does the information contained herein provide a pretext for disputes of any type. This is also in light of the fact 
that the working methods employed are beyond our control. 

Please refer to the relevant Safety Data Sheet. 
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